Dr. Laurence Pavlish Memorial Scholarship in Archaeological Science

Dr. Laurence (Larry) Pavlish was a long-time member of the University of Toronto archaeological community. His research in archaeological science spanned a wide range of subjects from radiocarbon dating to geophysics.

Due Date: March 22, 2021

Award Information: The scholarship is to support upcoming archaeological fieldwork (including field school participation) or archaeometry research. Priority will be given to proposals with an explicit scientific component. One or two undergraduate students will be awarded up to $1,000.

Eligibility: All University of Toronto undergraduates (UTM and UTSC included) interested in the archaeological sciences.

Criteria: To apply, please submit a 500-word proposal describing the proposed fieldwork or archaeometry project and how it will enrich your training in archaeology along with a detailed budget. A transcript must also be included (ROSI printouts will be accepted).

Joseph W. and Maria C. Shaw Graduate Scholarship in Archaeology

The Joseph and Maria Shaw Graduate Student Travel Award is an endowed scholarship that recognizes the extraordinary contributions of Joe and Maria Shaw. The scholarship supports graduate student participation in archaeological fieldwork. Graduate students currently enrolled in any department at the University of Toronto are eligible. The application is very simple, and we encourage students to apply.

Due date: March 22, 2021

Award Information: The award provides students support in financing archaeological research. Two students will be awarded up to $4,450.

Eligibility: All University of Toronto PhD students within the funded cohort pursing archaeological research. A demonstration of financial need is required.

Criteria: Short statement of research (1 page); proposed research budget; financial details including all currently held awards, TAships and RAships; academic transcript (ROSI printouts will be accepted).
Archaeology Centre Student Research Fellowship (ACSRF)

Due date: March 22, 2021

Award Information: The award provides students support in financing archaeological research. A number of students will be awarded fellowships of up to $3,000.

Eligibility: All University of Toronto graduate students (MA and PhD students) pursing archaeological research.

Criteria: Short statement of research (1 page); proposed research budget; academic transcript (ROSI printouts will be accepted)

***For all Scholarship Applications***

Submit application materials to the Archaeology Centre by email to archaeology@utoronto.ca.

Any queries should be directed to the Archaeology Centre at archaeology@utoronto.ca.